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About This Content

SUGURI the Best is a 13 arranged "Best of" tracks from the SUGURI series.

Track List:

01. Daedalus

02. Menu

03. Green Bird

04. Gray Hued

05. First Encounter

06. Ice Cage

07. Stratosphere

08. Necessary

09. Rendezvous
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10. Icarus

11. Sora no Kakera

12. Magical Girl of Miracles (instrumental)

13. Le Train
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suguri the best

great ship let enemy come at you. Needs gamepad or even better, hotas controls, hard to play with HTC Vive touchpad.
Graphics look amazing and tons of potential.. Only way to play is to run the entire campaign in one sitting, get insanely burned
out and have painful dreams about shooting colored balls at lines for a week or so.

How could that not be recommended?

In that single sitting, about 40 games in, I find myself giving color commentary like a game announcer about the particularly
good or bad shots I make. Yes the game will drive you insane.
. Repeated concept of evolution game, implemented in a very boring way.. Out of all the F1 games I own, I like this one the best
and have played it the most.
As for Games for Windows live, it's fine IF you have an xbox account or even a microsoft account and honestly it's a great idea
but I guess there are problems.
Also 2011's price is worth it for the experience of having a more involved but not too hard to start carrer mode, so if you are too
poor for f1 2016 get either 2011 or 2013 on sale.
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Not recommended thanks to being badly connected to the HUD, it suffers unique crashes and isn't brilliantly optimized for my
computer which just shows a blur on all the textures with this train.. Somehow this game keeps you coming back for more. The
reason i say 'somehow' is because even when you finish the track and it loops back you just want to keep going on...and on .
Don't get me wrong Its really enjoyable.IMHO it just needs some tweaKS. For example, clearer scoring system, maybe bonuses
for longer airtime, using ramps (hitting/avoiding reindeer, currently not sure if thats a positive or a negative??). Different 'runs' ,
maybe a deadly black run for the more advance skier ...cough cough. How about a 'ski jump' mode scored on hangtime and
distance?. Ghost run, so you can mirror the best time/score . Split times or check points. Touch pad tricks , pre pick your fave
moves and then mid air press to perform? just a few suggestions for the devs. Great party game. We love it, great competitive
banter to be had. As they say in Huddersfield F#@k the tile!!.
. berrry goot. WINDOWS7 では動きません。地雷。買い。. I really enjoyed this game. I couldn't help but progress a little bit slowly
because it made me miss my grandparents quite a bit - but the best visual novels are the ones that make you really feel
something, I think.

The story was really lovely and fun, and it's always nice to see a story revolve so much about family bonds rather than focus on
romance or potential romance.

As always, thank you for such a lovely story, Ebi-hime!
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